Integration of multiple, heterogeneous sensors is a challenging problem across a range of applications. Prominent among these are multi-target tracking, where one must combine observations from different sensor types in a meaningful and efficient way to track multiple targets. Because different sensors have differing error models, we seek a theoretically-justified quantification of the agreement amongst ensembles of sensors, both overall for a sensor collection, and also at a finegrained level specifying pairwise and multi-way interactions amongst sensors. We demonstrate that the theory of mathematical sheaves provides a unified answer to this need, supporting both quantitative and qualitative data. Furthermore, the theory provides algorithms to globalize data across the network of deployed sensors, and to diagnose issues when the data do not globalize cleanly. We demonstrate and illustrate the utility of sheaf-based tracking models based on experimental data of a wild population of black bears in Asheville, North Carolina. A measurement model involving four sensors deployed amongst the bears and the team of scientists charged with tracking their location is deployed. This provides a sheaf-based integration model which is small enough to fully interpret, but of sufficient complexity to demonstrate the sheaf's ability to recover a holistic picture of the locations and behaviors of both individual bears and the bear-human tracking system. A statistical approach was developed in parallel for comparison, a dynamic linear model which was estimated using a Kalman filter. This approach also recovered bear and human locations and sensor accuracies. When the observations are normalized into a common coordinate system, the structure of the dynamic linear observation model recapitulates the structure of the sheaf model, demonstrating the canonicity of the sheaf-based approach. But when the observations are not so normalized, the sheaf model still remains valid.
Introduction
There is a growing need for a representational framework with the ability to assimilate heterogeneous data. Partial information about a single event may be delivered in many forms. For instance, the location of an animal in its environment may be described by its GPS coordinates, citizen-scientist camera pictures, audio streams triggered by proximity sensors, and even Twitter text. To recover a holistic picture of an event, one must combine these pieces in a meaningful and efficient way. Because different observations have differing error models, and may even be incompatible, a model capable of integrating heterogeneous data forms has become critically necessary to satisfy sensor resource constraints while providing adequate data to researchers.
Fundamentally, we seek a theoretically-justified, detailed quantification of the agreement amongst ensembles of sensors. From this, one can identify collections of self-consistent sensors, and determine when or where certain combinations of sensors are likely to be in agreement. This quantification should support both quantitative data and qualitative data, and continue to be useful regardless of whether the sampling rate is adequate for a full reconstruction of the scene.
Working in conjunction with recent advances in signal processing [1, 2] , this article shows that mathematical sheaves support an effective processing framework with canonical analytic methods. We ground our methodological discussion with a field experiment, in which we quantified uncertainty for a network of sensors tracking black bears in Asheville, North Carolina. The experiment provided data exhibiting a variety of error models and data types, both quantitative (GPS fixes and radio direction bearings) and qualitative (text records).
With this experiment, we demonstrate that although the sheaf methodology requires careful modeling as a prerequisite, one obtains fine-grained analytics that are automatically tailored to the specific sensor deployment and also to the set of observations.
Because there is a minimum of hidden state to be estimated, relationships between sensorswhich collections of sensors yield consistent observations -can be found by inspecting the consistency filtration, which is naturally determined by the model. These benefits are largely a consequence of the fact that sheaves are the canonical structure of their kind, so that any principled specification of the interaction between heterogeneous data sources will provably recapitulate some portion of sheaf theory [2] . In short, the theory provides an algorithmic way to globalize data, and to diagnose issues when the data do not globalize cleanly.
This paper is organized as follows.
• Section 2 provides context around the history of target tracking methodologies and multisensor fusion, including the particular role we are advocating specifically for sheaf methods.
• Then in Section 3 we describe the experimental setup for our data collection effort regarding tracking black bears in Asheville, North Carolina. This involved four sensors deployed amongst the bears, a number of "dummy" bear collars deployed at fixed locations in the field, and team of scientists charged with tracking their location. This experiment was designed specifically to identify a real tracking task where multi-sensor integration is required, but
where the system complexity is not so large as to overwhelm the methodological development and demonstration, while still being sufficiently complexity to demonstrate the value of sheaf-based methods.
• Section 4 continues with a detailed mathematical development of the sheaf-based tracking model. This includes a number of features novel to information fusion models, including the explicit initial attention to the complexity of sensor interaction in the core sheaf models, but then the ability to equip these models with uncertainty tolerance in the form of approximate sections, and then to measure that both globally via a consistency radius and also at a more fine-grained level in terms of specific sensor dependencies in terms of a consistency filtration.
• Section 5 shows a number of aspects of our models interpreted through the measured data. First, overall results in terms of bear and dummy collars is provided; then results for a particular bear collar are examined in detail; and finally results for a particular time point in the measured data set is shown to illustrate the consistency filtration in particular.
• While our sheaf models are novel, we sought to compare them to a more traditional modeling approach, introduced in Section 6. Specifically, a statistical approach was developed to process the data once registered into a common coordinate system, a dynamic linear model which was estimated using a Kalman filter. This approach also recovered bear and human locations and sensor accuracies. Comparisons in both form and results are obtained, which demonstrate the role that sheaves as generic integration models can play in conjunction with specific modeling approaches such as these: as noted, all integration models will provably recapitulate some portion of sheaf theory [2] , even if they are not first registered into a common coordinate system.
• We conclude in Section 7 with some general observations and discussion.
History and Context
Situations like wildlife tracking with a variety of sensors requires the coordinated solution of a number of well-studied problems, most prominently that of target tracking and sensor fusion. Although the vast majority of the solutions to these problems that are proposed in the literature are statistical in nature, the sample rates available from our sensors are generally insufficient to guarantee good performance. It is for this reason that we pursued more foundational methods grounded in the geometry and topology of sheaves. These methods in turn have roots in topology and category theory. that edge. (Our approach starts with a similar network of detections, but treats the weighting very differently.) Network flow trackers are optimal when target behaviors are probabilistic [12, 13] , but no sampling rate bounds appear to be available. There are a number of variations of the basic optimal network flow algorithm, such as providing local updates to the flow once solved [14] , using short, connected sequences of detections as "super detections" [15] , or K-shortest paths, sparsely enriched with target feature information [16] .
Multi-Sensor Fusion Methods
Data fusion is the task of forming an "alliance of data originating from different sources" [17] . There are a number of good surveys discussing the interface between target tracking and data fusion -such as [3, 4, 18] -and which cover both probabilistic and deterministic methods. Various systematic experimental campaigns have also been described [19, 20] . Other authors have shown that fusing detections across sensors [21, 22, 23, 24] yields better coverage and performance.
Considerable effort is typically expended developing robust features, although usually the metric for selecting features is pragmatic rather than theoretical. In all cases, though, the assumption is that sample rates are sufficiently high. For situations like our wildlife tracking problem, this basic requirement is rarely met. Furthermore, data fusion techniques that operate on quantitative data typically require that sensors be of the same type [25, 26, 27] . Some prerequisite spatial registration to a common coordinate system is generally required, especially if sensor types differ [28, 29, 30] .
The lack of a common coordinate system can make all of these approaches rather brittle to changes in sensor deployment. One mitigation for this issue is to turn to a more foundational method, for example so-called "possibilistic" information theory [31, 32, 33] . Here one encodes sensor models as a set of propositions and rules of inference. Data then determine the value of logical variables, from which inferences about the scene can be drawn. Allowing the variables to be valued possibilistically -as opposed to probabilistically -supports a wider range of uncertainty models. Although these methods usually can support heterogeneous collections of sensors, they do so without the theoretical guarantees that one might expect from homogeneous collections of sensors. Although the workflow for possibilistic techniques is similar to ours, the key difference is that ours relies on geometry. Without the geometric structure, one is faced with combinatorial complexity that scales rapidly with the number of possible sensor outputs; this frustrates the direct application of logical techniques.
Sheaf Geometry for Fusion
The typical target tracking and data fusion methods tend to defer modeling until after the observations are present. If one were to reverse this workflow, requiring careful modeling before any observations are considered, then looser sampling requirements arise. This is supported by the workflow we propose, which uses interlocking local models of consistency amongst the observations. These interlocking local models are canonically and conveniently formalized by sheaves. As we discuss in Section 4, a sheaf is a precise specification of which sets of local data can be fused into a consistent, more global, datum [34] . While the particular kind of sheaves we exploit in this article have been discussed sporadically in the mathematics literature [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] , our recent work cements sheaf theory to practical application.
Sheaves are an effective organization tool for heterogeneous sensor deployments [41] . Since sheaves require modeling as a prerequisite before any analysis occurs, encoding sensor deployments as a sheaf can be an obstacle. Many sheaf encodings of standard models (such as dynamical systems, differential equations, and Bayesian networks) have been catalogued [42] . Furthermore, these techniques can be easily applied in a number of different settings, for instance in air traffic control [43, 44] and in formal semantic techniques [45] . Sheaf-based techniques for fundamental tasks in signal processing have also been developed [1] .
The most basic data fusion question addressed by a sheaf is whether a complete set of observations consistitutes a global section, which is a completely consistent, unified state [46] . The interface between the geometry of a sheaf and a set of observations can be quantified by the consistency radius [2] . Practical algorithms for data fusion arise simply as minimization algorithms for the consistency radius, for instance [47] . In this article, as in the more theoretical treatment [48] , we show that sheaves provide additional, finer-grained analysis of consistency through the consistency filtration.
The potential significance of sheaves has been recognized for some time in the formal modeling community [49, 34, 50] in part because they bridge between two competing foundations for mathematics -logic and categories [51] . The study of categories is closely allied with formal modeling of data processing systems [52, 53, 54] .
Much of the sheaf literature focuses on studying models in the absence of observations. (This is rather different from our approach, which exploits observations.) For sheaf models that have enough structure, cohomology is a technical tool for explaining how local observations can or cannot be fused. This has applications in several different disciplines, such as network structure [55, 56, 39] and quantum information [57, 58] . Computation of cohomology is straightforward [1] , and efficient algorithms are now available [59] .
Tracking Experiment
Researchers worked collaboratively to adapt existing practices around bear management to an experimental setup designed specifically to capture the properties of the targeted problems in a tracking task where multi-sensor integration in required. The data gathered in this way directly support the initial sheaf models developed in Section 4 with an optimal level of complexity and heterogeneity. In particular, what was sought is the inclusion of two targets (a bear or dummy collar, and then the wildlife tracker) jointly engaged in a collection of sensors of heterogeneous types (including GPS, radiocollars, and hand-written reports).
Black Bear Study Capture and Monitoring Methodology
The black bear observational study used in this paper is located in western North Carolina and centered on the urban/suburban area in and around the city of Asheville, North Carolina. Asheville is a medium-sized city (117 km 2 ) with approximately 83,000 people, located in Buncombe County in the southern Appalachian Mountain range ( [60] , Fig. 1 ).
Western North Carolina is characterized by variable mountainous topography (500-1800 m elevation), mild winters, cool summers, and high annual precipitation (130-200 cm/year), mostly in the form of rainfall. Black bears occur throughout the Appalachian Mountains. The major forest types include mixed deciduous hardwoods with scattered pine [60] , and pine-hardwood mix [61] .
The Asheville City Boundary is roughly divided into four quadrants separated by two fourlane highways, Interstate 40, which runs east to west and Interstate 26, which runs north to south. Interstate 240 is a 9.1-mile (14.6 km) long Interstate Highway loop that serves as an urban connector for Asheville and runs in a semi-circle around the north of the city's downtown district. We define black bear capture sites and associated locational data as 'urban/suburban' if the locations fall within the Asheville city limit boundary and locations outside the city boundary are considered rural. We used landowner reports of black bears on their property to target amenable landowners to establish trap lines on or near their property, while attempting to maintain a spatially balanced sample across the city of Asheville. The sampling area included suitable plots within, or adjacent to, the city limits. We set 10-14 culvert traps in selected locations that had documented bears near their properties. We checked culvert traps twice daily, once in the morning between 0800 -1100 and again between 1830 -2130.
We baited traps with day old pastries. Once captured, we immobilized bears with a mixture of ketamine hydrochloride (4.0 cc at 100mg/mL), xylazine hydrochloride (1.0 cc at 100mg/mL) and telazol (5 cc at 100 mg/mL) at a dose of 1cc per 100lbs. We placed uniquely numbered eartags in both ears, applied a tattoo to the inside of the upper lip, removed an upper first premolar for age determination from all bears older than 12 months [62] , and inserted a Passive Integrated Transponder tag (PIT tag) between the shoulder blades. Additionally, we collected blood, any ectoparasites present, and obtained hair samples. We recorded weight, sex, reproductive status (e.g., evidence of lactation, estrus, or descended testicles), morphology, date, and capture location for each bear. We fitted bears with a global positioning system (GPS) radiocollar (Vectronics, Berlin Germany) that did not exceed 2-3% of the animals body weight. We administered a longlasting pain-reliever and an antibiotic, and we reversed bears within approximately 60 minutes of immobilization with yohimbine hydrochloride (0.15 mg/kg).
Once black bears were captured and radiocollared, we used the virtual fence application on the GPS collars to obtain locational data every 15 minutes for individual bears that were inside the Asheville city limits (i.e., inside the virtual fence) and every hour when bears were outside the city limits. As a double-check, we monitored bears weekly with hand-held radio telemetry to ensure that the very high frequency (VHF) signal was transmitting correctly. We attempted this schedule on all bears to determine survival, proximity to roads and residential areas, home range size, habitat use, dispersal, and location of den sites. We stratified the locations throughout the day and night and programmed the GPS collars to send an electronic mortality message via iridium satellite to North Carolina State University (NCSU) if a bear remained immobile for more than 12 hours. We immediately investigated any collar that emitted a signal to determine if it was mortality or a "slipped" collar.
Tracking Exercise
We used data from 12 GPS collars (6 stationary "dummy" collars and 6 "active" collars deployed on wild black bears) to design an urban tracking experiment to better estimate bear location and understand sources of error. The "dummy" collars were hidden and their locations were spatially balanced across the city limits of Asheville and hung on tree branches at various private residences. The active collars were deployed on three female black bears with the majority of their annual home range (i.e., locations) located inside the city limits. Bears N068, N083, and N024 were "tracked" three, two and one time, respectively, for the experiment.
We conducted two-hour tracking session which included 16 observations (i.e., stops) on either the dummy collar or the active bear. We stopped and recorded VHF detections on collars every 5-7 minutes along with data on the nearest landmark/road intersection (i.e., text description), Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) position, elevation at each stop, compass bearing on the collar, handheld GPS position error for the observation point, and approximate distance to the collar. Also, we recorded a GPS track log during the two-hour tracking session using a second handheld GPS unit located inside the vehicle; the vehicle GPS units logged continuous coordinates (approximately every 10 seconds) of our driving routes during the tracking session. Finally, the GPS collars simultaneously collected locations, with associated elevation and GPS "location error", every 15 minutes for the duration of the two-hour tracking shift. GPS collar data include date, time, collar ID, latitude/longitude, satellite accuracy (horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP)), fix type (e.g., 2D, 3D, or val. 3D), and elevation.
Sheaf Modeling Methodology
We now introduce the fundamentals and details of our sheaf-based tracking model of our heterogeneous information integration problem. As noted above, our wildlife tracking problem is used as an instantiation of our sheaf model intended to aim at the right level of structural complexity to demonstrate the significance of the sheaf model. As such, we introduce the mathematics below in close conjunction with the example of the bear tracking problem itself, as detailed above in Section 3. For a more extensive sheaf theory introduction, the reader is directed towards [37, 2] .
A sheaf is a data structure used to store information over a topological space. The topological space describes the relations among the sensors while the sheaf operates on the raw input data, mapping all the sources into a common framework for comparison. In this work, the required topological space is determined by an abstract simplicial complex (ASC), a discrete mathematical object representing not only the available sensors as vertices (in this case, the four physical sensors involved, three on the human-vehicle tracking team, and one on the bear itself), but also their multi-way interactions as higher-order faces. Where the ASC forms the base space of the sheaf, the stalks that sit on its faces hold the recorded data. Finally, the sheaf model is completed by the specification of restriction functions which model interactions of the data among sensor combinations. In this context, we can then identify assignments as recorded readings; sections as assignments which are all consistent according to the sheaf model; and partial assignments and sections correspondingly over some partial collection of sensors.
We then introduce some techniques which are novel for sheaf modeling. Specficially, where global or partial sections indicate data which are completely consistent, we introduce consistency structures to represent data which are only somewhat consistent. While defined completely generally, consistency structures instantiated to the bear model in particular take the form of n-way standard deviations. Consistency structures in turn allow us to introduce approximate sections which can measure the degree of consistency amongst sensors. The consistency radius (more fully developed by Robinson [2] in later work) provides a native global measure of the uncertainty amongst the sensors present in any reading. Beyond that, the consistency filtration provides a detailed breakdown of the contributions of particular sensors and sensor combinations to that overall uncertainty.
Simplicial Sheaf Models
First we define the concept of an abstract simplicial complex, the type of topological space used to model our sensor network. Definition 1. An abstract simplicial complex (ASC) over a finite base set U is a collection ∆ of subsets of U , for which δ ∈ ∆ implies that every subset of δ is also in ∆. We call each δ ∈ ∆ with d + 1 elements a d-face of ∆, referring to the number d as its dimension. Zero dimensional faces (singleton subsets of U ) are called vertices, and one dimensional faces are called edges. For γ, δ ∈ ∆, we say that γ is a face of δ (written γ δ) whenever γ is a proper subset of δ.
Remark 1. An abstract simplicial complex ∆ over a base set U with |U | = n can be represented in R n by mapping u i to e i and δ ∈ ∆ to the convex hull of its points.
An abstract simplicial complex can be used to represent the connections within a sensor network as follows. Take the base set U to be the collection of sensors for the network and take ∆ to include every collection of sensors that measure the same quantity. For example, as described in Section 3 above, there are four sensors used in the tracking experiment:
• The GPS reading on the Bear Collar, denoted G;
• The Radio VHF Device receiver, denoted R;
• The Text report, denoted T ; and
• The Vehicle GPS, denoted V . Table 1 , the bear collar GPS and Radio VHF Device give the location of the bear, and the text report, vehicle GPS, and Radio VHF Device give the location of the researcher. We can then let U = {V, R, T, G} be our base sensor set. Then our ASC ∆, representing the tracking sensor network, contains the face denoted H = {V, R, T } as the set of sensors reading off in human Next, given a simplicial complex, a sheaf is an assignment of data to each face that is compatible with the inclusion of faces.
As shown in
H =Human position B =Bear position V =Vehicle GPS lat,long,ft √ T =Text √ R =Receiver UTM N,UTM E,m,deg,m √ √ G=GPS on Bear UTM N, UTM E,m √
Definition 2.
A sheaf S of sets on an abstract simplicial complex ∆ consists of the assignment of 1. a set S (δ) to each face δ of ∆ (called the stalk at δ), and 2. a function S (γ δ) : S (γ) → S (δ) (called the restriction map from γ to δ) to each inclusion of faces γ δ, which obeys
In a similar way, a sheaf of vector spaces assigns a vector space to each face and a linear map to each attachment. And a sheaf of groups assigns a group to each face and a group homomorphism to each attachment.
Intuitively, the stalk over a face is the space where the data associated with that face lives; and the restriction functions establish the grounds by which interacting data can be said to be consistent or not.
Returning to the sensors of our tracking network, a bear's GPS collar provides its position and elevation given in units of (UTM N, UTM E, m). Thus, the stalk over the G = Bear Collar GPS vertex is R 3 . Then when the researcher goes out to locate a bear he supplies two sets of coordinates and a text description of his location. The first coordinates, GPS position and elevation given in units of (lat, long, ft), come from the GPS in the vehicle the researcher is driving. Then when the researcher stops to make a measurement, he or she supplies a text description of his location. Additionally, the researcher records his or her position and elevation in (UTM N, UTM E, m), and the bear's position (in relation to his own) off a handheld VHF tracking receiver that connects to the bear's radiocollar, yielding a data point in R 5 . The bear's relative position is measured in polar coordinates (r, θ). The data sources and stalks are summarized in Table 2 , and the left side of Figure 3 shows our ASC now adorned with the stalks on the sensor faces. Now that we have specified the stalks for the vertices, we must decide the stalks for the higher order faces along with the restriction maps. Notice that the triangle face of the tracking ASC is formed by sensors each measuring the researcher's location. However, the data types do not agree. Thus, to compare these measurements the information should first be transformed into common units along the edges and then passed through to the triangular face. Since multiple sensors read out in UTM for position and meters for elevation, we choose these as the common coordinate system. Then the stalk for the higher order faces of the triangle is R 3 . To convert the text descriptions we use Google Maps API [63] and to convert the (lat, long, ft) readings, coming from the vehicle, we use the Python open source package utm 0.4.1 [64] . The data from the handheld tracker is already in the chosen coordinates so the restriction map to the edges of the triangle is simply a projection.
Likewise, the edge coming off the triangle connects the two sensors that report on the bear's location. To compare the sensors we need to map them into common coordinates through the restriction maps. The sensor on the bear's collar provides a position and elevation for the bear, but the radio VHF device only reports the bear's position relative to the researcher. Therefore, to compare the two readings along the adjoining edge, we must forgo a degree of accuracy and use R 2 as the stalk over the edge. For the bear collar sensor this means that the restriction map is a restriction which drops the elevation reading. For the VHF data, we first convert the polar coordinates into rectangular as follows:
Then to obtain the position of the bear, we add the relative bear position to the human's position.
The right side of Figure 3 thus shows the full sheaf model on the attachment diagram of the ASC. Note the stalks on each sensor vertex, text for the text reader and numerical vectors for all the others. Restriction functions are then labels on the edges connecting lower dimensional faces to their attached higher dimensional faces. UTM conversion and the Google Maps interface are on the edges coming from V and T respectively. Since the pairwise relations all share UTM coordinates, only id mappings are needed amongst them up to the three-way H face. Labels of the form pr x−y are projections of the corresponding coordinates (also representable as binary matrices of the appropriate form). Finally, the restriction from R up to B is the composition of the polar conversion of the final two components with the projection on the first two to predict the bear position from the radiocollar GPS, bearing, and range. The sheaf model informs about the agreement of sensors through time as follows. At a given time t, each vertex is assigned the reading last received from its corresponding sensor, a data point from its stalk space. These readings are then passed through the restriction maps to the higher order faces for comparison. If the two measurments received by an edge agree, this single value is assigned to that edge and the algorithm continues. If it is possible to assign a single value H = x, y, z to the {Text, Vehicle GPS, Radio VHF Device} face then all three measurements of the human's location agree. Similarly, obtaining a single value B = x, y for the {Radio VHF Device, Bear Collar} edge signifies agreement among the two sensors tracking the bear. If a full assignment can be made, we call it a global section. Non-agreement is definitely possible, giving rise to the notion of an assignment. 
Consistency Structures, Pseudosections, and Approximate Sections
At a given time, a global section of our tracking model corresponds to the respective sensor readings simultaneously agreeing on the location of both the researcher and the bear. This would be ideal, however in practice it is very unlikely that all the sensor readings will agree to the precision shown above. For certain applications, such as our tracking model, the equality constraint of a global section may be too strict. Consistency structures [65] and the consistency radius [2] address this concern. Consistency structures loosen the constraint that sensor data on the vertices match, upon passing through restrictions, by instead requiring that they merely agree. Agreement is measured by a boolean function on each individual face. The pairing of a sheaf with a collection of these boolean functions is called a consistency structure. Definition 4. A consistency structure is a triple (∆, S , C) where ∆ is an abstract simplicial complex, S is a sheaf over ∆, and C is the assignment to each non-vertex d-face λ ∈ ∆, d > 0, of a function
where Z k denotes the set of multisets of length k over Z.
The multiset in the domain of C λ represents the multiple sheaf values to be compared for all the vertices impinging on a non-vertex face λ, while the codomain {0, 1} indicates whether they match "well enough" or not. In particular, we have the standard consistency structure for a sheaf S , which assigns an equality test to each non-vertex face λ = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k }:
where [·] denotes a multiset, and z i = S ({v i } λ)(α({v i })). A consistency structure broadens the equality requirement natively available in a sheaf to classes of values which are considered equivalent. But beyond that, in our tracking model, each stalk is a metric space. Thus we can utilize the natural metric to test that points are merely "close enough", rather than agreeing completely or being equivalent. Using to indicate the quantitative amount of error present or tolerated in an assignment, we define the -approximate consistency structure for a sheaf S as follows. For each non-vertex size
µ Y is the mean of the set Y , and Σ Y is the covariance matrix of the multidimensional data Y . This measure of consistency gives a general idea of the spread of the data. The corresponding notion of a global section for sheaves is called a pseudosection for a consistency structure.
An assignment s which is a pseudosection guarantees that for any non-vertex face λ, (1) the restrictions of its vertices to the face are close, and (2) the value assigned to the face is consistent with the restricted vertices.
When C is the standard consistency structure, then it comes about that
for each non-vertex face λ = {v 1 , . . . , v k }. Thus pseudosections of a standard consistency structure are global sections of the corresponding sheaf. On the other hand, when C is the -approximate consistency structure, then we have that
Pseudosections of -approximate consistency structures are precisely the generalization needed for our tracking model. The -approximate consistency structure over our tracking sheaf consists of the following assignment of functions: We call this minimum error value * the consistency radius.
The consistency radius is a quantity that is relatively easy to interpret. If it is small, it means that there is minimal disagreement amognst observations. If it is large, then it indicates that at least some sensors disagree.
The proof of this theorem is an application of the following Lemma.
since the expression is minimized around the mean. Then
Maximal Consistent Subcomplexes
The association of data with a signal network, as in the case of our tracking model, lends itself naturally to the question of consistency. Data is received from various signal sources, some of which should agree but may not. Thus, one would like to identify maximal consistent portions of the network. In [66] , Praggastis gave an algorithm for finding a unique set of maximally consistent subcomplexes.
Let (∆, S , C) be a consistency structure. For each τ ∈ ∆, we define star(τ ) = {ρ ∈ ∆ : τ ⊆ ρ} to be the set of faces containing τ . We can think of the star of a face as its sphere of influence. Similarly, for ∆ ⊂ ∆, we define star(∆ ) = τ ∈∆ star(τ ). Next, for a subset of vertices W ⊆ U , we define ∆ W = {τ ∈ ∆ : τ ⊆ W } to be the subcomplex of ∆ induced by W . Note that ∆ W inherits the consistency structure (∆ W , S (∆ W ), C| ∆ W ) from (∆, S , C). Now let s be a sheaf partial assignment on just the vertices U . We say that s is consistent on
: v ∈ γ]) = 1 for each non-vertex face γ in ∆ W . The theorem below states that we can associate a unique set of maximally consistent subcomplexes to any vertex assignment. Theorem 2. Let (∆, S , C) be a consistency structure and let α be a sheaf partial assignment on U . There exists a unique collection of subsets {W i } of U which induce subcomplexes {∆ W i } of ∆ with the following properties:
1. The assignment α is consistent on each ∆ W i , and any subcomplex on which α is consistent has some ∆ W i as a supercomplex.
2.
star(∆ W i ) is a cover of ∆.
The proof of this result is constructive. The basic operation is described in the following lemma. 
Every subcomplex on which α is consistent has some ∆ W i as a supercomplex.
3.
Proof. For each vertex v i ∈ γ, let W i = U \ v i with induced subcomplex ∆ W i . Clearly γ does not belong to any of the ∆ W i , and if ∆ is a subcomplex of ∆ on which α is consistent, then the vertices of ∆ is a subset of some W i . Finally, since every vertex in U belongs to at least one W i , we have that ∆ = star(∆ W i ).
Proof of Theorem 2. If α is consistent on ∆, we are done, so suppose that C γ ([S (v γ)α(v) : v ∈ γ]) = 0 for some non-vertex face γ ∈ ∆. By Lemma 2, there exists a set of subcomplexes {∆ W i } such that (1) γ / ∈ ∆ W i for all i, (2) every subcomplex on which α is consistent has some ∆ W i as a supercomplex, and (3) star(∆ W i ) is a cover of ∆. Next, we repeat the process for each complex ∆ W i individually. If α is inconsistent on ∆ W i , we apply Lemma 2 and replace W i with
Since ∆ is finite, the process must terminate with a list of consistent subcomplexes. It is possible to have nested sequences of subcomplexes in the final list. Since we are only interested in maximal consistent subcomplexes, we drop any complex which has a supercomplex in the list. Let {W i } and {∆ W i } be the final list of vertex sets and subcomplexes, respectively, obtained in this way. By construction, α is consistent on each ∆ W i . Further, by Lemma 2, any subcomplex on which α is consistent belongs to some ∆ W i and the set {star(∆ W i )} is a cover of ∆. Finally, suppose that {X j } and {∆ X j } are another pair of vertex sets and subcomplexes which satisfy the properties of the theorem. Fix some ∆ X k . Since α is consistent on ∆ X k , there exists some ∆ W such that ∆ X k ⊆ ∆ W . However, by reversing the argument, there is also some ∆ Xm such that ∆ W ⊆ ∆ Xm . Finally, since ∆ X k is maximal in {∆ X j }, we must have that k = m and ∆ X k = ∆ W .
In the context of our tracking model, given a collection of sensor readings and an , Theorem 2 provides a maximal vertex cover so that each associated subcomplex is -approximate consistent.
Measures on Consistent Subcomplexes
In this section, we define a measure on the vertex cover associated with a set of maximal consistent subcomplexes by identifying the set of covers as a graded poset. We use the rank function of the poset as a measure. For a comprehensive background on posets, the interested reader is referred to [67] .
Let P = P, ≤ be a poset. For a subset X ⊆ P , let ↓ X = {s ≤ x : x ∈ X} denote the ideal of X in P . The set of all ideals, I(P ), ordered by inclusion, forms a poset denoted J(P ). Additionally, there is a one-to-one correspondence between J(P ) and the set of all antichains A(P ). Specifically As a consequence of the Fundamental Theorem for Finite Distributive Lattices, it is well known that J(P ) is a graded poset. Proposition 1. [67, Prop. 3.4.5] If P = P, ≤ is an n-element poset, then J(P ) is graded of rank n. Moreover, the rank r(I) of I ∈ J(P ) is the cardinality of I. Now consider 2 n , the Boolean lattice on n elements. Explicitly, 2 n consists of all subsets of {1, 2, . . . , n} where for all a, b ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} we define a ≤ b precisely when a ⊆ b, and the lattice operations are defined as a ∧ b = a ∩ b, and a ∨ b = a ∪ b. The vertex cover {W i } associated with a maximal set of consistent subcomplexes {∆ W i }, provided by Theorem 2, can be viewed as an antichain of 2 n where n = |U |. Moreover, by design, each of these antichains is a set cover of {1, 2, . . . , n}. We will call such an antichain full. Specifically, A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k } is said to be full if k i=1 a i = {1, 2, . . . , n}. The set of all full ideals I(2 n ) forms an induced subposet J(2 n ) of the graded poset J(2 n ). Next, we show that J(2 n ) is also graded. Note that if I 1 ≺ I 2 in J(2 n ), then I 1 ≺ I 2 in J(2 n ). The fact that r is a rank function then follows from the fact that r is a rank function.
Since J(2 n ) is a graded poset, we can use the rank function as a measure on the vertex cover associated a set of maximal consistent subcomplexes. Note that 0 ≤ r(A) ≤ 2 n − (n + 1) and a larger value indicates more consistent subcomplexes. Indeed, if ↓ A 1 ⊆↓ A 2 , then r(A 1 ) ≤ r(A 2 ).
Consistency Filtrations
Now, consider a simplicial complex ∆, a sheaf S on ∆, and partial assignment α to the vertices of ∆. Given any value ≥ 0 we can consider the -approximate consistency structure (∆, S , C ) and use Theorem 2 to obtain the set of maximal consistent subcomplexes for the assignment α. Varying we obtain a filtration, which we call the consistency filtration, of vertex covers corresponding to landmark values 0 = 0 < 1 < · · · < −1 < = * where we recall that * is the consistency radius, that is, the smallest value of for which α is a (∆, S , C )-pseudosection. The corresponding refinement of vertex covers is C 0 ≤ C 1 ≤ · · · ≤ C −1 ≤ C = U where each is a set of subcomplexes whose union is ∆. We can also compute the sequence of cover measures p 0 < p 1 < · · · < p −1 < p = 1 for each C i . (A somewhat different perspective on the consistency filtration is discussed in [48] , in which the consistency filtration is shown to be both functorial and robust to perturbations, and is so in both the sheaf and the assignment.)
The consistency filtration is a useful tool for examining consistency amongst a collection of sensors. If the distance between two particular consecutive landmark values i and i+1 is considerably larger than the rest, this indicates that there is considerable difficulty in resolving a disagreement between at least two groups of sensors. Which sensors are at fault for this disagreement can be easily determined by comparing the covers C i and C i+1 .
Results
As detailed in Section 3, data were gathered for twelve locating sessions, six with dummy collars hidden around the city and six with live bears. The six live sessions were distributed over three female bears with session frequencies 3, 2, and 1. Each locating session was two hours long and included 16 measurements.
We first present overall measurement results across both bear and dummy collars. We then drill down to a particular bear, N024, in the context of its overall consistency radius. We conclude with a detailed examination of a single measured assignment to this bear, particularly at minute 5.41, in order to understand the details of the consistency filtration.
Overall Measurements
Overall consistency radii * are shown below: Figure 4 shows for the full system; Figure 5 for the human; and Figure 6 for the bears. The most obvious trend in Figure 4 is a decrease in consistency radius over time. This implies that the overall error in the measurements of the bear-human system decrease over time. Because the consistency radius for the measurements of the humans alone ( Figure 5 does not show this trend while the measurements of bear alone ( Figure 6 ) does, this implies that there is a disagreement between the various measurements of the bear, but not the humans. This indicates that there is an overall improvement in agreement between measurements as the experiment progresses. In fact, as subsequent sections will show, the VHF measurements degrade with increasing range. As the experiment progressed, the humans approached the location of the bear, and so the error in the VHF measurements decreased. As the humans approach the bear, this means that the VHF measurements are are more consistent with the other measurements. This tends to reduce the consistency radius since small consistency radius means that the data and model are in agreement.
On the other hand, the reader is cautioned that consistency radius does not and cannot tell you what the measurements are, nor does it tell you which measurements are more trustworthy.
However, the consistency radius does not presuppose any distributions, nor does it require any parameter estimation in order to indicate agreement. As the next few sections indicate, the consistency filtration does a good job of blaming the sensor at fault for the time variation seen in Figures 4 -5, again with minimal assumptions. Strictly speaking, trying to use the sensors to estimate some additional quantity is an aggregation step that brings with it additional assumptions. Using the consistency radius alone avoids making these assumptions.
The reader may ask why considering the time variation of consistency radius is more useful than some aggregate statistic, like its maximum value. However, taking the max (or any other extremal statistic) is poor statistical practice, and worthy of being avoided on those grounds! Timeseries are almost always better at expressing system behaviors, and in our case it happens to reveal a clear trend.
Example: Bear N024
We now consider in detail the readings for Bear N024, recorded on January 6, 2016. First we show (some of) the raw data readings. Figure 7 shows a sample of the first twelve data points for the car GPS V , showing latitude, longitude, and altitude. Figure 8 shows the readings from the bear GPS B, including UTM and elevation. Finally, Figure 9 shows a combination of the text reading T and the radiocollar R, including the five variables UTM, elevation, and bearing and range to the bear. Ranges in incremenents of meters according to Table 3 . Since the sensors read out on different time scales, interleaving of the data records is required, as illustrated in Figure 10 for the first 18 integrated readings, encompassing 909 seconds. Figure  Figure 9 : Readings for text location T and radio receiver R for Bear N024. Figure 13 , where data points are adorned with the addresses visited over time, on a general basis, along with a linear trendline.
Example: Minute 5.41
We now explicate the concept of a consistency filtration over a single set of measurements for N024 bear, specifically the point from minute 5.41, when the sensor readings shown on the left side of Figure 14 were recorded, as shown in the sheaf model. After this raw data is processed through the sheaf model functions shown in Figure 3 , the resulting processed sensor readings are then shown on the right side of Figure 14 , along with the resulting spread variance (meters) measures shown on non-vertex faces in blue.
The consistency radius for this measurement is * = 464.5; this is the maximum variance recorded amongst the sensors, in particular between the receiver R and the GPS on the bear G. Our consistency parameter will range over ∈ [0, * ] = [0, 464.5] over a series of steps, or landmark values, 1 ≤ i ≤ of the filtration. At each step the following occur:
• There is a landmark non-zero consistency value 0 < i ≤ * which does not exceed the consistency radius; • There is a prior set of consistent faces Γ i−1 ;
• A new consistent face γ ∈ ∆ is added so that Γ i = Γ i−1 ∪ {γ};
• There is a corresponding vertex cover Λ i , which is a coarsening of the prior Λ i−1 ;
• And which has a cover measurer(Λ).
These steps for our example are summarized in Table 4 , and explained in detail below.
The new vertex cover is Λ 1 = {{V, R}, {V, G}, {G, T }}, with cover measurer(Λ 1 ) = 3/11. withr(Λ 4 ) = 7/11. 5 = * = 464.5: Finally we arrive at our consistency radius with the bear collar G being reconciled to R adding the face {B, G} to Γ 5 . Our vertex cover is naturally now the coarsest, that is, just the set of vertices Λ 5 = {{V, T, R, G}} as a whole, withr(Λ 5 ) = 1.
These results are summarize in Table 4 , while Figure 15 shows a plot of the cover coarseness as a function of consistency, and adorned by the combination of sensors engaged at each landmark. It is evident that the most discrepency, by far, among sensors comes from the Radio VHF Device and Bear Collar when reporting on the bear's location. Figure 15 shows the filtration for a single time stamp, t = 5.41, with each of the five sensor combinations possible in the simplicial complex appearing at a certain point in the filtration, with, in particular, the RG interaction for the bear sensors highlighted. Figure 16 shows these across all time steps for bear N024. We can now see that RG isn't always the least consistent sensor readings, with, at times, V R and V T also leaping to the top position over a number of time intervals. Figure 16 : Consistency filtration values for entire N024 trajectory.
Comparison Statistical Model
Sheaf modeling generally, and especially as introduced in this paper, is a novel approach to multi-sensor fusion and target tracking. As such, it behooves us to consider alternate, or standard, approaches which analysts may bring to bear on the question of both predicting locations and quantifying uncertainty around them. For these purposes, we have also performed in parallel a statistical model of the bear tracking data. Specifically, a dynamic linear model (DLM) is introduced, whose parameters are then estimated using a Kalman filter. A comparision of these results with the sheaf model is instructive as to the role that sheaf modeling can play in the analytical landscape as generic integration models.
Although we perform a comparison between these two approaches, we suggest to the reader that these two approaches are complementary. Consistency radius and filtration do not and cannot tell what the measurements are, nor does it report which measurements are more trustworthy. So while we show that comparison with a Kalman filter's covariance estimates is apt, comparing consistency radius with the Kalman filter's position estimates is not appropriate. The Kalman filter provides an additional aggregation stage to the process, but one that also brings additional assumptions along with it. If those assumptions are not valid, the process may produce faulty results.
A DLM is a natural statistical approach for representing the bear/human tracking problem. A DLM separately models the movements of the bear, movements of the human, and the multiple observations on each. These model components are combined based upon a conditional independence structure that is standard for hidden Markov models [68] . Once stochastic models of the movements and of the observations are obtained, then multiple standard computational approaches are available to use the model and the data to:
1. Estimate the locations, with corresponding uncertainties, over time of the bear collar and the human (see Figures 18 and 19 ) 2. Estimate accuracy parameters of the involved sensors based on each of the single runs of the experiment (see Table 5 ) 3. Combine information across the multiple experimental runs to estimate the accuracy of the sensors (see equation 5)
The Kalman Filter (KF) [69, 70] is a standard computational approach for estimation with a DLM from which the above three items can be computed. Monte Carlo approaches for estimating parameters in DLMs are also available [71] . And this type of model is also called State Space modeling [69] , and Data Augmentation -depending on the technical community. Similar tracking approaches are given in numerous references [72, 73, 74 ].
High-level state and observation equations -with examples
The two sets of equations below are a schematic for the DLM that supports bear and human tracking. First -the state equations that represent the bear and human locations are:
The state equations represent both the locations and the movements of the bear and the human over time. In this particular set of state equations the locations of each of the bear and human are modeled as random walks that are sampled at non-equispaced times. The fact that ∆t here is not constant is an important sampling feature: the measurements are not all taken at equal time intervals. The parameters to be set, and/or estimated are embedded in the two ω terms. These terms are stochastically independent Gaussian random variables. The covariance matrices for the ω's are parameters to be set or estimated. Intuitively, a larger variance corresponds with potentially more rapid movement. Finally, these state equations are motivated by those used for general smoothing in [75] .
The schematic observation equations are: truck gps t = human t + truck gps,t vhf gps t = human t + vhf gps,t streetsign t = human t + streetsign,t bear gps t = bear t + bear gps,t vhf t = human t − bear t + vhf,t
These equations connect directly with the state equations, and represent a full set of observations at time t. If, as is typical for this data (see Figure 10 ), there is not a complete set of information at a particular time, then the observation equations are reduced to reflect only those measurements that have been made. The KF calculations for estimating bear/human locations along with sensor accuracies can proceed with that irregularly sampled data. The computations for collar N024 are in two dimensions (see Figures 18 and 19 below) , but for conciseness the equations shown for the KF are in one dimension. A general form for a DLM that shows the update from time t − ∆t to time t is:
where G ∆t is an identify matrix. The base state model is a random walk and so the 'best guess' is centered on the previous location. The covariance of ω t is structured as a diagonal matrix with diagonals proportional to the elapsed time ∆t. The parameters that are needed to be chosen to calculate a DLM are the variances of the 'impetus' ω t (which depends on ∆t)and the variances of the observation errors t . The model assumes that the means and correlations of these are zero.
The one-dimensional bear equations map to this abstract representation as:
with corresponding expansions for ω t and t . The data are structured so that it rarely if ever occurs that all 5 measurements are taken at the same time. For a particular time at which an observation is available the observation equations are subsetted down to the observation or observations that are available. This can be seen in the 'time interweave' plot for one of the experiment runs. This is represented in the general form of the DLM below (equations 2 and 3) by varying the matrix H t with corresponding variations in t . For complete observations at time t the matrix H t and t would respectively be:
The variance parameters are:
Correspondingly, if only the VHF data are available then H t and t would respectively be:
and if only the bear collar GPS and truck GPS data are available then H t and t would respectively be:
Estimation of parameters
The parameters are estimated via the Kalman filter. That calculation is representable as a Bayesian update as follows. At time t − 1 the knowledge of the state parameter, informed by all the data up to and including that time, is represented as:
This equation is read as 'the distribution ofθ t−1 given the data y t−1 is Gaussian with a mean of θ t−1 and a covariance matrix Σ t−1 '. The Kalman filter is typically written in two steps: a forecast followed by an update. With e t = y t − H t G ∆tθt−1 , V t the covariance of t , and W t the covariance of ω t , then the forecast step is:
and the update step is:
The above steps are executed sequentially by passing through the data items in time order.
The parameters in the DLM may be chosen as values which maximize the likelihood function. The set of variance parameters includes those for the 5 observation forms and the state equations -we denote this collection by σ. The values σ can be estimated from the data using as the values that maximize the likelihood function. The likelihood function is L(y 1 , . . . , y n σ) = n i=1 p(y i σ, y i−1 , . . . , y 1 )
The terms in the product are available as a byproduct of a KF calculation. Table 5 shows the estimated parameters for collar N024. These were estimated from the collar data, using the KF computation and the maximum likelihood approach. As expected, the estimated parameter for the VHF antenna measurement is larger than the other observation parameters. Also, the human (in the vehicle) is seen to move more quickly than the bear. The table shows the parameters as standard deviations so that the units are interpretable.
The KF structure supports pooling the models and measurements across the 12 experiments. This has the potential to provide more informed estimates of the sensor errors (as represented by the variances) compared with the single experiment based estimates shown in Table 5 . The information from these series can be pooled to arrive at estimates of σ under the assumption that the variances that correspond with the 5 observations are the same across experiments. In that case the pooled likelihood function is:
And the estimates of σ can be estimated as those which maximize the pooled likelihood. Another case is to take advantage of the series corresponding with the cases where the bear collar was stationary by setting that variance component to zero in the state update. The remaining variances can be estimated for those series with that assumption -essentially reducing the dimensionality of the optimization problem. Figure 18 then shows example output for the location estimates of the bear, and Figure 19 for the human. These plots also show estimated 95% confidence intervals for the locations. Human position refers to the estimated human position from the sensors at specific times. Both the sheaf and the KF output location estimates for the bear and the human. The x-axis is time(in seconds) from the first observation. The estimates for bear locations are shown as green circles for both the 'east' and 'north' coordinates. The location units are UTM on the y-axis. The observed locations for the bear collar are from the GPS measurements. Two standard deviation intervals that were estimated are shown as gray lines. The implementation of the KF that we used was set to output a location estimate plus uncertainty for each time that an observation in the overall system was made. The jumps in the estimated values are seen to primarily shift when a bear collar GPS observation is made. Jumps seen elsewhere correspond with large shifts in the related data -which in this case includes the VHF measurement and its link with the human's position. The estimates for human location are also shown in green, gps data for the human (truck gps) in blue, and confidence intervals in gray. Again -there are more data than shown in the plot, so the jumps in the estimated locations that do not directly correspond with data points on the plots are driven by other data in the data set.
Example outputs

Comparisons
The processed sheaf model and the dynamic linear model of our example capture the same phenomenon, and even do so in relatively similar ways. Because of the canonicity of the sheaf modeling approach, any other sensor integration model must recapitulate aspects of the sheaf model. After loading processed data into the sheaf, the state space that governs the dynamic linear model is precisely the space of global sections of the sheaf model. If we do not register the text reports or the angular measurements from the VHF receiver into a common coordinate system, then while the sheaf model is still valid, the data are no longer related linearly. Without this preprocessing, the dynamic linear model is not valid, and we conclude that the sheaf carries more information. Therefore, all of the following comparisons are made considering only observations registered into a common coordinate system.
The observation equations of the dynamic linear model (represented by the matrix H t ) can therefore be "read off" the restriction maps of the sheaf. The two models differ more in choices made by the modelers: (1) the sheaf model treats uncertainty parametrically, while the dynamic linear model does so stochastically, (2) the sheaf model processes timeslices independently, without a dynamical model. We address these two differences in some detail after first addressing their similar treatment of the state space and observational errors.
While the space of assignments for the sheaf S defined in our example is quite large, the space of global sections is comparatively small. It is parameterized by the four real numbers, specifically the east and north positions of the human and the bear. This is precisely the space of state variables θ t at each timestep. On the other hand, the y t matrix of observations consists of values within an assignment ot the vertices. The observation matrix H t is an aggregation of all of the corresponding restriction maps, deriving the values of a global section at each vertex. The observational errors t are then the differences between the observations we actually made (an assignment), and those predicted from the state variables (a global section). Thus the consistency radius is merely the largest of the compoents of t . Figure 20 is a map showing sheaf bear location estimates in purple and the DLM and bear location estimates in red. Figure 21 shows the human sheaf location estimates in purple and the measured locations for humans in blue. The most significant difference between the proposed sheaf-based model and dynamic linear model of sensor-to-sensor relationships is their treatment of uncertainty. The dynamic linear model assumes that the data are subject to a stochastic model, which determine independent Gaussian random variables for the positions of the bear and human. The sheaf model posits a deterministic model for these independent variables, but permits (and quantifies) violations of this model. The two models are in structural agreement on how to relate groups of non-independent variables. Both models assert exact agreement of the three observations of the human position, and that the VHF observations ought to be the vector difference between bear and human position. Specifically, the observation matrix H t (Equation 4 ) and the sensor matrix determining the base space for the sheaf (Table 1) are identical up to sign (the difference in signs is due to differences in the choice of basis only). In particular, the vector difference for relating the VHF observations to bear and human positions is encoded in the restriction map S (R B) shown in the right frame of Figure 3 and also in the last row of the H t matrix. While the two models treat relationships between variables identically, we have chosen to treat the individual sensors differently with respect to time. The sheaf model is not intended to estimate sensor self consistency directly. Sensor self consistency can only be estimated in the sheaf by way of comparison against other sensors. In contrast, the dynamic linear model works through time (equations 2 and 3) to estimate self consistency from the sensor's own timeseries. Indeed, the dynamic linear model separates observational errors t from those arising from impetus ω t , which can be thought of as deviations from the baseline, and can estimate relative sensor precisions. It should be noted that this distinction could be made using a sheaf by explicitly topologizing time, though this was not the focus of our study.
Considering the specific case of Collar N024, the difference between the VHF-estimated and GPS-estimated bear positions determines the consistency radius. This is shown by the presence of RG being the largest value in Figure 16 for most time values. Because of this, baseline comparisons of the observational error the VHF sensor computed by the dynamic linear model in Table 5 broadly agrees with the typical consistency radius shown in Figure 13 .
Focusing on the specific time discussed in Section 5.3, namely t = 5.41 minutes = 325 seconds as shown in Figure 15 , it is clear from the sheaf analysis that the majority of the error is due to the difference between the VHF observation and the bear collar GPS. These inferences are not easily drawn from the dynamic linear model output in Figures 18 and 19 , but the difference between the quality of these sensors is shown in Table 5 .
Delving more finely into the timeseries, the consistency radius for the bear-human system ( Figure 13 ) shows a steady decrease as the human approaches the bear, leading to improved VHF readings. This is also visible in Figure 18 , in which the error variance steadily decreases for the bear location estimates.
The three sensors on the human show more subtle variations, as is clear from the orange curve on the left side of Figure 5 and Figure 19 . In both, there is a marked increase in human error near t = 75 minutes = 4500 seconds. Consulting the consistency filtration Figure 15 , this is due primarily to the consistency radius being determined by the edge V R in the base space of the sheaf -a difference between the GPS receiver on the vehicle and the GPS receiver attached to the VHF receiver. Shorter occurances of the same phenomenon occur near times t = 15 minutes = 900 seconds and t = 32 minutes = 1920 seconds. The dynamic linear model posits that changes in the state are governed by an impetus vector ω t , while our sheaf model is essentially not dynamic. While it may seem that these two models are at variance with one another, they are easily rectified with one another. Considering only the global sections of S , which is the state space of the dynamic linear model, we build a sheaf over a line graph, namely in which I represents the identity matrix. Global sections of this sheaf consist of timeseries of the internal state θ t with no impetus, while an assignment to the vertices corresponds to a timeseries of internal state with impetus. Thus again, the consistency radius measures the maximum impetus present.
Conclusion
Sheaves are a mathematical data structure that can assimilate heterogeneous data types, making them ideal for modeling a variety of sensor feeds. Sheaves over abstract simplicial complexes provide a global picture of the sensor network highlighting multi-way interactions between the sensors. As a consequence of the foundational nature of sheaves, any multi-sensor fusion method can be encoded as a sheaf, though it may well be preferable to use a more traditional expression of such a method. Additionally, the theory provides algorithms for assessing measurement consistencies.
In this article, we demonstrated how one might use sheaves for tracking wildlife with a collection of sensors collecting types of information. We saw that sheaves can be used to produce a holistic temporal picture of the observations, and can describe the levels of agreement between different groups of sensors.
In comparison with standard tracking algorithms, the sheaf model was able to provide error measurements without any upfront parameter estimation. For instance, sheaves and dynamic linear modeling encode dependence between observations starting from the same information -a relation between sensors and state variables. While broadly in quantitative agreement on our example data, these two methods format this information differently. These differences result in certain inferences being easier to make in one or the other framework. For instance, because dynamic linear models require parameter estimation, sensor self-consistency is easier to compute as a consequence. Conversely, since the sheaf model does not require parameter estimation, this simplifies the process of making fine-grained inferences about which groups of sensors provide consistent observations.
